
 

 

Pitchers 
I will: 
 
Condition 
Throw Strikes- make them put it in play 
Vary your timing home (1-2-3 seconds) with runners on base 
 -step off 
 -pick off 
 -hold 
Make the runners stop, before you deliver home- no walking leads 
Deliver home in 1.3 seconds 
Ground ball to the right side, you need to cover 1st base 
Back up throws to the bases from the outfield 
Get to home on a pass ball or wild pitch 
Tell (point) on pop-ups to help the catcher find it 
Command the zone- tilt = /  or \  and box 
Work off your fastball- spot it 
Establish the inside half of the plate early 
Have a next pitch mentality- don’t get frazzled 
Control your emotions and actions 
Find a focal point to regain focus if struggling on a couple pitches, take a breath, & get back at it 
On a ground ball, with a guy on 2nd, check him and then go 1 
On a ground ball, with a guy on 3rd, check him and then go 1 
Get the out on a bunt 
On a suicide squeeze, go up and in on righties so he gets out of the way & catcher can tag the  
     runner out 
Pick your teammates up after they make an error, they will pick you up as well 
Know where you’ll go before it is hit to you 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

1st basemen 
I will: 
 
Find bag with left foot, then get right foot on the base (for righty’s) 
Stride to the ball and don’t stride early 
Get low on scoops 
Make the routine play 
Know where you’ll go before it is hit to you 
Know bunt plays 
Block the ball if needed, don’t let it get by you (lay an egg) 
Step in and clear yourself if runner on 1st gets picked off by the pitcher 
Guard the line late in the game to take away doubles 
Find the fence on pop ups 
Cut home when ball is hit from LC to RF 
On sure doubles, cover up at 2nd base 
Guy on 2nd base, dive to keep the ball in the infield and keep the runner from scoring 
Lead the pitch to the back with an underhanded toss if the pitcher has to cover 1st 
Hold runner on 1st, unless late in the game and up a bunch 
Get to the front of the mound on pass balls/wild pitches, when the pitcher has to cover home 
With runners on 1st and 2nd, play in the runners back pocket, unless up a bunch & late in game 
Have a next play mentality 
Play in if need to cut the run at home 
Creep in to get ready 
Field ground balls out in front of you 
Field ground balls on the short hop or long hop- but attack the ball 
Catch cut off throws as you turn, catching the ball chest high.  Move in/out to catch it in the air 
Go for the fly ball until 2nd or OF calls you off 
Make OF have longer throw to you, and you have a more accurate throw to home 
Call off the pitcher and catcher on pop-ups if you can  
After you make a play, be ready for the next in case runners are still on base 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

2nd basemen 
I will: 
 
Get to bag early on steal and double plays 
Field grounders out in front 
Field ground balls on the short hop or long hop- but attack the ball 
Play in if needed to cut the run at home 
Catch cut off throws as you turn, catching the ball chest high.  Move in/out to catch it in the air 
Go for the fly ball until SS or OF calls you off 
Make OF have longer throw to you, and you have a more accurate throw on relays 
Have a next play mentality 
Communicate outs and plays 
Creep in and be ready on the pitch 
Know who’s covering on a steal 
Make sure of one out on the double play 
Make the routine play 
Know where you’ll go before it is hit to you 
Block the ball if needed, don’t let it get by you (lay an egg) 
Guy on 2nd, dive and knock it down to save a run 
Cut to 3rd when ball hit to right 
Cut to 2nd when ball hit to RC or right 
With guy on first, play double play depth (when less than two outs) 
Know bunt plays 
Know 1st and 3rd plays 
Help hold runners- but play your position.  Don’t leave a big hole 
With guy on first, pinch the middle after pitches to defend the delayed steal 
Guy on 3rd, pinch the middle to back up throws to the pitcher 
Call off 1B on pop ups behind 1st if possible 
On sure double between RC to left field line, get 15-20 feet behind the SS for overthrows 
Sure double to RC or right field line, you are lead cut to 3rd base 
Ground ball to 3rd or SS in the hole, back up 1st   
After you make a play, be ready for the next in case runners are still on base 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Shortstop 
I will: 
 
Get to bag early on steal and time it on double plays 
Field grounders out in front 
Field ground balls on the short hop or long hop- but attack the ball 
Play in if needed to cut the run at home 
Catch cut off throws as you turn, catching the ball chest high.  Move in/out to catch it in the air 
Go for the fly ball until OF calls you off 
You call of 3rd baseman on popups if you can get to it 
Make OF have longer throw to you, and you have a more accurate throw on relays 
Have a next play mentality 
Block the ball if needed, don’t let it get by you (lay an egg) 
Communicate outs and plays 
Creep in and be ready on the pitch 
Know who’s covering on a steal 
Make sure of one out on the double play 
Make the routine play 
Know where you’ll go before it is hit to you 
Guy on 2nd, dive and knock it down to save a run 
Cut to 3rd when ball hit between left and RC  
Cut to 2nd when ball hit to L or C 
Cover 3rd base when 3rd baseman is cutting home (from LF) 
With guy on first, play double play depth (when less than two outs) 
Know bunt plays 
Know 1st and 3rd plays 
Help hold runners- but play your position.  Don’t leave a big hole 
With guy on first, pinch the middle after pitches to defend the delayed steal 
Guy on 3rd, pinch the middle to back up throws to the pitcher 
After you make a play, be ready for the next in case runners are still on base 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

3rd basemen 
I will: 
 
Get to bag early on steal  
Field grounders out in front 
Field ground balls on the short hop or long hop- but attack the ball 
Play in if needed to cut the run at home 
Catch cut off throws as you turn, catching the ball chest high.  Move in/out to catch it in the air 
Go for the fly ball until SS or OF calls you off 
Make OF have longer throw to you, and you have a more accurate throw on relays 
Have a next play mentality 
Communicate outs and plays 
Creep in and be ready on the pitch 
Make the routine play 
Know where you’ll go before it is hit to you 
Block the ball if needed, don’t let it get by you (lay an egg) 
Guy on 2nd, dive and knock it down to save a run 
Don’t hold the runner on 
Play off the line and as deep as possible 
Guard the line late in the game to not give up any doubles 
Play even with the on the grass if it is a bunt situation 
Cut home on hits to left 
Know the bunt plays 
Know the 1st and 3rd plays 
Find the fence on pop-ups 
Guy on 2nd base, check him on grounders, before throwing to 1st 
If runner on 3rd breaks for home on the pitch, go with him and look for the suicide squeeze 
Back up throws from 1st back to the pitcher 
Call off the pitcher and catcher on pop-ups if you can  
After you make a play, be ready for the next in case runners are still on base 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Catchers 
I will: 
 
Make a strike a strike, don’t try to buy one by pulling it back in 
Block balls with dropping to your knees and keeping your shoulders square (lay an egg) 
Get to wild pitches and passed balls quickly 
After you make a play, be ready for the next in case runners are still on base 
Strike three in the dirt and nobody on 1st, throw to first, unless bases are loaded, then just 
touch home 
Keep pitchers focused- and go talk to them if the need a quick “break” to regain focus 
Call out the outs 
Back up 1st on groundouts with nobody on 
Call bunt defenses and 1st and 3rd plays making sure all infielders are watching 
Execute 1st and 3rd plays- trust the defense will be there 
Set up low to help the pitcher hit the knees 
Work the corners 
2.05 pop time to 2nd base 
With runners on base and a potential steal situation, set a little higher 
Protect your signs so 1st and 3rd base coaches cannot steal them 
Establish the fastball early and work off that 
Work tilt and levels /  \  to keep hitters off balance 
Establish fastball on inside half early 
Don’t become predictable on your calls 
On throws to home, come off the plate if the runner will be safe and try to get a different 
   runner out 
On suicide squeezes, be ready for the pitch up and in on righties so you can catch and tag the 
   runner out 
Go for pop-ups until you are called off 
Quick feet and hands when throwing out a potential base stealer, come out firing low 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Outfielders 
I will: 
 
Hit the cutoff man, throw through him, not over him 
Get back on balls 
Talk to each other 
 -prior to the pitch… outs, runners, where go, what the batters done previously 
 -on the hit… back, up and where to throw 
Know where you’ll go before it is hit to you 
Field fly’s on your throwing hand side at shoulder, crow hop on the throw 
Field ground balls 1st then throw it in.  Get in front of it. 
 -on do or die, field off your glove side leg 
Keep grounders in front of you 
Don’t be in a hurry 
Take good angles to all balls 
Back each other up every time, even if you think they will make the play 
Catch flies with two hands with your momentum coming forward- get behind the ball 
Call off the infielders if you can get to the pop-ups 
Get good reads off the bat 
Know the wind direction and speed 
Know the outs and situation- make plays accordingly 
 -up a lot- keep it in front 
 -down/tied late in the game- go for it 
Get the ball into the infield ASAP 
Don’t drift on flies 
Play a little deeper when up late in games to keep them to singles 
Shade a little to tendencies- learn from previous pitches and at bats and who is pitching 
Get involved in hot boxes- backing up or in the play itself 
Warm up between innings with long toss 
Throw ahead of the runners 
In someone is going to score, keep other runners from advancing 
 
Leftfielder 
Back up 3rd on throws from RC and R to 3rd base 
Back up throws from 1st or 2nd to SS 
Centerfielder 
Take control over L and R on flies 
Back up steals and throws to 2nd 
Rightfielder 
Back up pick-offs and throws to 1st 
Back up throws from LC and L to 2nd base 
Back up throws from 3 and SS to 2nd base 


